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The problem of effective supercavitating (SC) pump is solved, and optimum load distribution along 
the radius of the blade is found taking into account clearance, degree of cavitation development, 
influence of finite number of blades, and centrifugal forces. Sufficient accuracy can be obtained 
using the equivalent flat SC-grid for design of any SC-mechanisms, applying the «grid effect» 
coefficient and substituting the skewed flow calculated for grids of flat plates with the infinite 
attached cavitation caverns. This article gives the universal design method and provides an 
example of SC-pump design.
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Численное исследование  
суперкавитирующего насоса
В.А. Кулагин 
Сибирский федеральный университет 
Россия, 660041, Красноярск, Свободный, 79
Решена задача об эффективном СК-насосе и найдено оптимальное распределение нагрузки 
вдоль радиуса лопасти с учетом величины зазора, степени развития кавитации, влияния 
конечного числа лопастей и центробежных сил. Показано, что с достаточной точностью 
можно получить решение, используя эквивалентную плоскую СК-решетку для проектирования 
любых СК-механизмов, применяя коэффициент «эффекта решетки» и подставляя перекос 
потока, рассчитанный для решетки плоских пластин с бесконечными прикрепленными 
кавитационными кавернами. В статье изложен универсальный метод проектирования и 
представлен пример расчета конструкции СК-насоса.
Ключевые слова: переходной коэффициент, вихревая теория, базовая линия, теория 
суперкавитирующих профилей, эквивалентная решетка, эффект решетки.
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1. Introduction
The one effective application of the cavitation technology are supercavitating pumps (SC-pumps), 
which have advantages in variety of industrial processes [1, 2]. The basics for calculation of any 
cavitating equipment, working in the presence of developed cavitation, are their geometry parameters 
and hydraulic characteristics, i.e. the solution must contain the flow velocity and pressure distribution, 
and cavitation bubble’s dimensions. For the given flow rate and net head, the design of the SC-pump’s 
impeller requires calculation of its profile’s geometry, the number of blades etc., as well as calculation 
of its rotation velocity, axial velocity etc.; but in addition, the design is complicated by generation of 
the cavity with required length, the number and size of the cavitation bubbles.
2. Load Distribution
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses.
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula obtained 
by the method of successive approximations:
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 – the static pressure coefficient; � � ��� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � �� �� � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � �����, ��, ��, �, � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� � � �⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � ��� ���⁄   – the relative gap;����, ���  – square of the channel and SC-
impeller respectively; � � ����, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximum value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ �� ��� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, ��� � �� ��⁄ �� ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , � ��  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximum value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ �� ��� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, ��� � �� ��⁄ �� ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
– the relative gap; FCH, FSC – square of the c annel and SC-impeller respectively; 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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 – the static pressure coefficient; � � �� ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � �� �� � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � � ���, � , ��, �, � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� � � �⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � ��� �⁄   – the relative gap;�� , ��  – square of the channel a d SC-
impeller respectively; � � ��� , ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ���  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximu  value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ � ��� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, �� � �� ��⁄ � ��� �, � , �⁄ . 
 t   fi t i  fr  t e solution of variational problem, 
which computed by the formula:
2. Load Distribution 
Calcu atio  algorithm of SC-pumps i  based on the solu ion of a supercavitating fl w around a 
blade’s lem nt or equivale t flat blades grid [3]. In the first age of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the b st loa  allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
Th  best load all cation along th  axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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 – the static pressure coefficient; �� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � �� �� � 0,0�� 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and co pos ion of th  grid 
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respectively; �  – th  an le of entry of the relative speed with influence of the indu tive speed 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – he r ativ  pace at t  pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumfere t al sp d 
of fluid r l ive to n element of the blade a he pump’s inlet; ���� , ���  – the axial and c rcumf rential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficie t of at c press re i  the first ap roximati n. 
The next step i  calc lation of the SC-p mp is to define th spatial ch racteristics of the blad
grid f r t  given radius, which would nsure m x mum val e of he quality � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditi ns of strength. 
The study dealt with th  SC-g id mad of the followi g profiles: lat plate; low wr p prof le 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch p ofile (�� � 0,0�); concave p ofile, escribed by an equation of 
second, third and ifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with squ re load alloca ion (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chos n s follows: relative length of the cavity ��� �� �⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ratio ); r ative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem gles gratings � 10 � ���; angles of at a k � 0 � 20�. 
In F g. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrody amic cha act ristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curv d 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � �� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ �� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, ��� �� �⁄ ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
 (2)
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorith  f SC-p mps is base  on the solution of a uperc vitating flow around  
blade’s lem nt or quiv lent f at bl des rid [3]. In th  fi st stage of th  design of  rotary equipm nt, 
the best load allocation alo g th  blad ’s radii i  calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head wit  minimal energy lo ses. 
The best lo  alloc ion al ng the axi  of eal SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive a proximations: 
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 – the static pressure coefficient; � � � �  – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � � � ,0 ,1 0⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile a  comp si i n of the grid
(first a proximation); � � �� �, �, , �, � �   – amendment to the limite  umb r of blade ; 
� � � �⁄  – lative radius of the blad ; � , �  – the cu ren  and the ou er radi s of the blade 
respectiv ly; �  – the angle of entry of the relativ  spe d with influence of the inductive speed 
(� � � �⁄  se  Fig. 1); � �� ��⁄   – the relativ  gap;� ��, ��  – square of the cha l and SC-
impeller respectively; � � , �, �� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution f 
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wh re � � � �⁄  – the relative pace at th  pump’s inlet; �, � – the axia  and circumf renti l sp ed
of fluid relativ  to n l ment of th  blade at the pump’s inle ; ��� , ���  – th  axial nd circumf rent al 
speed at th  bl des (см. рис. 1). By in egrating these valu  � ��⁄  long the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first a pr ximation. 
The next st p in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spati l ch racteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which woul  ensure maximu  value of the quality � � �⁄  f r the load 
on the radius, obtained in fir  stage, nd taking into account th co diti ns of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid m de of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � ,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch pro ile (�� ,0 ); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth o der (�� � ,0�); profile with square load a loc tion (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
p ram ters for calcu ation w re chos n s follow : relative length of the cavity �� � �⁄ � 1, �
20  (length to width ration); r lative curv ture of p ofiles � 0 � 0,1 ; rel tive grid density 
� � 0, 1,�⁄ ; stem a les grating  � � 10 �; a gles of att k � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the ydrodynami  ch racteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � �� �⁄ , �, � . H re �
� �⁄ � �⁄ , �, �, �, �, � � � �⁄ � �� �, ,⁄ �. 
 
where 
2. Load Distr bution 
Ca cula i  algorithm o  SC- umps i  based  the solution a superc vit ti g flow around a
l ’  element or equivalen fl t s gri [3]. In the first stage of the design of a o ary pment,
t  st load alloc tion along th blade’s r dii is calculated. This factor would ensur  the requir d net 
head wit  ini al energy losses. 
The best load all cation along the a s of  real SC- ump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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 – the static pressur  coefficient; ��� ��� – th  p essure gen rated by the SC-
ump; � �� � 0,0�� 0,100⁄  – everse quality f the SC-pr file and c mp sition of the grid 
(first approximation); � � �, �, �, , �  amendm to t  limi d numb r of blades;
�� � � �⁄  – relative radius of th  blade; � , �  – th  current and the outer radius of th  blad  
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed w th influe ce of t  inductive speed 
(� �� � � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); � � �⁄    t  relative g p;��� , ���  – squ re of t e channel and SC-
impell r res ectively; � �� �, ��, ��� – the La r gian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
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r  �� ��⁄ – th rela ive p ce t th  um ’s inlet; , � – the axial and circumferential sp ed
of fluid relativ to n elemen of t e bl de at th  ump’s in t; �� , ���  – the axial and circumfer ntial
spee  at the blad s (см. рис. 1). By in egrat ng these values ���⁄  along t  radii of the blad , we 
ind th  coeffi ient of static pressure in t  first approximatio . 
T next step n calculation f the SC- u p is to d fin  th spatial charact ristics o  the b ade
rid for the g ven rad us, which would ensure max mum valu of the quality � ��⁄  for the load 
on the ra iu , obtained in firs sta e, and taki g into acc unt the conditi n  of strength. 
The study deal  with the SC-grid made of the f llowing profiles: flat plate; low wrap pr file
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s a ch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave p fil , described by an equati n  
second, ird and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); pr ile ith squar load allocation ( � � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chos n as follows: elative length of the cavity ��� � ��⁄ 1,� �
20  (length to width r tio ); relative curvature of profiles �� 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� 0,� 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 ���; ngl  of attack � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydr dy amic char cteristic  of SC-g ids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distr buti n of pressure along the chord � � �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�⁄ � �⁄ , ��, ��, �, �, ��� � ��⁄ � �, ��, �⁄ �. 
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2. Load Distribution 
Calculatio  algorithm of SC-pumps i  based on the solution of a supercavitating flow aro nd a 
blad ’s lement or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first tage of the design of a rotary equip ent, 
the b st load allocation along the blade’s radi  is calculated. This factor l  r  
head with minimal en rgy l sse . 
Th  best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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wh r  � � �⁄  – the r lative pace at the pump’s inlet; �, �  t  i l  i e
of fluid relativ  to n lement of the blade at the ��� , �� – the axial nd cir umf rential
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating th s  values � ��⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of stati  pressure i  the first a roximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define th  spati l ch racteristics of the blade 
grid for the g ven r d us, wh ch would e sure max mum value of the quality � �⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first tage, and taking int  account the conditi ns of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low ra  rofile 
� , �⁄ ; cir le’s arch profile ( � , �); concave p ofile, des ribed by an equation of 
second, thi d and fifth order ( � , �); pro i e ith squar oad allocation ( � 0,1). Ranges of 
p ram t rs for calcula ion w re chos n as foll ws: relative l ngth of the cavity �� � �⁄ 1,
20  (length to width ratio ); rel tive curvature of profiles � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � 0, 1,�⁄ ; stem angle  gratings � 10 � �; ngles of att ck � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrody ami  ch acteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curv d 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � �� �⁄ , �, � . H re 
� �⁄ � �⁄ , �, �, �, �, � � �⁄ �� �, �,⁄ �. 
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speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values 
2. Load istribution 
alculation algorith  of S -pu ps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flo  around a 
blade’s ele ent or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. his factor ould ensure the required net 
head ith ini al energy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real S -pu p’s blade is found by the for ula 
obtained by the ethod of successive approxi ations: 
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 – the static pressure coefficient; � � � � – the pr ssure generated by the S -
pu p; � � �� �� 0,0�� 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the S -profile and co position of the grid 
(first approxi ation); � �� ��, �, �, �, � �   – a end ent to the li ited nu ber of blades; 
�� � � �⁄ – relativ  radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer ra ius of the blade 
respectively; �  – the angle of entry of the relative speed ith influence of the inductive speed 
(� �� �⁄  see Fig. 1); �� �� ��⁄   – the relative g p;� ��, ��  – square f the ch nnel and S -
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here �� �� �⁄  – the relative pace at the pu p’s inlet; ��, � – the axial and circu ferential speed 
of fluid relative to an ele ent f t  l  t t  ’s inlet; ��� , ���   the axial nd circu ferential 
speed at he blades (см. рис.  l es �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, e 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approxi ation. 
The next step in calculation of the S -pu p is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, hich ould e sure axi u  value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt ith the S -grid ade of the follo ing profiles: flat plate; lo  wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile ith square load allocation (�� 0,1). anges of 
para eters for calculation ere chosen as follo s: relative length of the cavity �� �� ��⁄ 1,� �
20  (length to idth ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; ste  angles gratings � � 10 ���; angles of attack � � 0 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 sho  the hydrodyna ic characteristics of S -grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles ith a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ��. ere � �
�� ��⁄ � ��� �⁄ , ��, �, �, �, �� �� ��⁄ � ��� �, ��,⁄ �. 
 along t  ii , e 
find the oefficient of static ressure in the first approximation.
The next step in calc lation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade grid 
for the given radius, which would ensure maximum value the quality 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based n the solution of a supercavitati g flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat bl des gri  [3]. In the first stag  of the d sign of a rotary equipment, 
the b st load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load allocation al g the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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where � �
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 – the static pressure coefficient; � � ��� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pu p; � �� �� 0,0� � 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � �� �, �, � , �, � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� � �⁄  – r lativ  radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the ou er radius of the blade 
r spectively; �  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � � � ���⁄   – the relat ve gap;����, ���  – square of the channel a d SC-
impeller respectively; � � ����, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; �, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static press re in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics f t e blade 
grid for the given radius which would ensure maximum value  � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on th  radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditi ns of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: fl t plate; l w wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch r fil  (�� � 0,0�); conc ve pr file, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth rder (�� � 0,0�); profile wit  square load allocation ( � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� �⁄ 1,� �
20  (l ngth to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; an les of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fi . 1, 2 and 3 sh w the hydrodynamic c aracte istics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ �� ��� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, ��� � �� ��⁄ � ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
 f l ad on the 
radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into a coun  the conditions of strength.
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
2. L ad Distribution 
C lculation algorithm of SC-pumps is base  on the solution of a sup rcavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equ valent flat blades grid [3]. In the fir t stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the be t load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The b st load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
�
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where �
�
� �
 – the static pressure coefficient; ��� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – r verse quality of the SC-profile an  composition of the grid 
(first approxim tion); � � �� , ��, �, �, � �  – am ndm nt to the imited number of blade ; 
�� ⁄  – r lativ  radius of the blade; � , �  – t  current and the ou er radius of the bla e 
res ctively; ��  – he angle of entry of the relative speed with nfluence of the inductive speed
(�� � � �⁄ se  Fig. 1); � � � ��⁄  – the relat ve gap;����, ���  – square f the channel and SC-
imp ller resp tively; �� �, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
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where �� �� ��⁄  – the relative pac  at the pump’s inlet; ��, � – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By i tegrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static ressure in the fir t pproximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump s to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for he given radius, hich would nsure aximum value of the quality � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid mad  of the following profiles: flat plate; lo  wra  profile 
�� � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third a d fi th order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
p rameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relativ  length of the cavity ��� �� �⁄ � 1,� �
20  (len th to width ration)  relative curvature of profiles �� 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gra ings 10 � ���; angles of ttack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 how the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-g ids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ � ��� �⁄ , �, �, �, ��, ��� �� �⁄ � �� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
circle’s arch profile 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC- ump  is based on the s lution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or quivalent f t blad s grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of  rotary equipment, 
the best load all cation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This fact r would ensure the requir d net 
head with ini al energy losses. 
The be t lo d all cation along the axis of a real SC- ump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approx mations: 
�
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� �1 � ��� � �
� ��� 1
，�1� 
where ��
��
����
 – he static press r  coefficient; � �� � � – the pressure generated by the SC-
ump; � 0,0 ,100⁄  – everse quality of the SC-profile and c mp sition of the grid 
(fi st approx mation); � ���, �, �, , � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
� � � �⁄  – relative radius of th blade; � , �  the curre t and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; �  – the angl  of entry of the relativ  speed with influ nce f the inductiv  speed 
(� �� ⁄  see Fig. 1); �� �� ���⁄   – the r lative gap;��� , ���  – q are of t e channel and SC-
impeller respectivel ; � , ��, ��� – the La r gian coefficien  obtained from the s lution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
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wh r  �� � �⁄  – the relative pace at the ump’s inlet; ��, � – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid rela ive to a  lement of the bl d  at the ump’s inl t; ��� , ���  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at th  blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values ���⁄  along the radii of the blad , we 
find th  oefficient of static pressure in the first ap rox mation. 
T e next step i  calcul ti  f t e SC- ump is to define the spatial charac eristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure axi um value of the quality � �⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first st g , and taking into account the conditi n  of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid m d  of the following profiles: f  plate; low wrap rofile 
� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); con ve profil , descri ed by an equation of 
second, thir and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load all cation ( � 0,1). Ranges of 
paramete s for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �⁄ 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� 0,� 1,�⁄ ; stem a les gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � 0 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic a ac eristics of SC-grids for f  pl tes and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along t e chord ��� �⁄ , � , ���. Here � �
�� �⁄ ��� �⁄ , � , ��, �, �, �� � �⁄ �� �, ��,⁄ �. 
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third and fifth order 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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where �� �
���
����
 – the static pressure coefficient; � � ��� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � �� �� � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � �����, ��, ��, �, � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� � � �⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � ��� ���⁄   – the relative gap;����, ���  – square of the channel and SC-
impeller respectively; � � ����, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
� �
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximum value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth r r (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
�� ��⁄ �� ��� �⁄ , ��, ��, ��, ��, ��� � �� ��⁄ �� ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
r file with square load allocation 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps i  based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first tage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is cal ulated. This factor would ensure the r quired net 
head with minimal en rgy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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where �� �
���
����
 – the static pressure coefficient; � �� �� – the pressure g n rated by the SC-
pump; � � � � � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – rev rs  quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � � �, �, ��, ,   – amendment to the lim ted number of blades; 
�� � ⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� �⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � �� ��⁄   – the r lative gap;����, ��  – square of the channel and SC-
impell r respectively; � � �, ��, ��  – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
vari t onal problem, which omputed by the formula: 
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where �� � �⁄  – the r lative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, � – the axial nd cir umferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ���  – the axial nd cir umferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ��⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in cal ulation of the SC-pump is to define the spati l characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximu  value of the quality � � �⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with e SC-grid made of the foll wing profiles: flat plate; low rap profile 
�� 0,0�⁄ ; cir le’s arch profile (�� 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth orde  (�� 0,0�); profile with square load allocati  (�� 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for cal ulation were chosen as foll ws: relative l ngth of the cavity ��� � �⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid ensity 
� � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � 10 � � ; angles of att ck � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the ydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � � ⁄ , �, �� . Here � �
�� �⁄ �� � ⁄ , �, ��, �, �, �� � �⁄ �� � , ��,⁄ �. 
anges of parameters 
for calculation r   as follows: relative length of the cavity 
2. Load Distribution 
Calcul tion algorithm of SC-pumps i  based on the soluti n of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s elem nt or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first tage of the design of a rot ry equipment, 
the best load alloc ti n al g the blade’s radii is calcul ted. This factor w uld ensure the requir d net 
head with mini al en rgy losse . 
The best load alloc ti n along the axis of a real SC-pum ’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successiv  approximations: 
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wher  ��
��
����
 – the static pressur  coefficient; � �� �� – the pressur  generated by the SC-
pump; � � � 0, �� 0,10⁄  – rev rse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� �� �, �, �, , �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� ⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current a d the outer adius of the blade 
respectiv ly; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative sp ed with influe ce of the inductive sp ed 
(�� � � �⁄  see Fig. 1); �� ��⁄   – the relative gap;����, �  – square of the channel a d SC-
impell r respectiv ly; � � �, �, �  – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the soluti n of 
variation l problem, which computed by the formula: 
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wher  �� �� �⁄  – the r lative pac  at the pump’s inlet; ��, � – the axial nd circumfer ntial speed 
of fluid relative to an elem nt of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ���  – the axial nd circumfer ntial 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating thes  values �� �⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressur  in the first approximation. 
The next step in calcul tion of the SC-pump is to define the spati l ch r cteristics of the blade 
grid for the giv n radius, which would ensure maxi um value of the quality � � �⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained i  first tage, nd t king into acc unt the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid a e of the foll wing profiles: flat pl te; low rap rofile 
�� � 0, �⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� 0, �); concave profile, described y an equation of 
second, third an  fifth order (�� 0, �); profile with square load lloc ti n (�� 0,1). Ranges of 
par meters for cal u tion wer  chosen as foll ws: relative l ngth f it  ��� � �⁄ 1,
20  (length to width ration); relative curvat re of profiles �� 0 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � 0, 1,�⁄ ; stem angles ratings � 10 � ��; angles of att ck � � 0 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic char cteristics of SC-grids for flat plates nd curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressur  along the c ord � � ⁄ , �, � . Her  �
�� �⁄ � �⁄ , �, �, �, , � � �⁄ � �, �,⁄ . 
20 (length to 
width ration); relative curvature of profiles 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent fl t blades gri  [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load all cation along the blade’s r ii is calculated. This factor would ens re the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load all cation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the met od of successive approximations: 
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，�1� 
where �� �
���
����
 – the static pressure coefficient; � � ��� � ��  – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � �� �� � 0,0 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); �� � �� ��, , , ,   – amendment to the limit d nu ber of blades; 
�� � �⁄  – relative r dius of the blad ; � , �  – the curr nt and the outer radius of the blad  
respectively; ��  – the angl  of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � �⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � ��� ��⁄   – the relative g p;����, ���  – square of th  channel and SC-
impeller respectively; � � �� �, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational pr blem, which computed by the formula: 
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where �� � �� �⁄  – the relative p ce at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. ри . 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristi s of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which ould ensure maximum val e of th  quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taki g into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of th fo lowing profi es: flat late; low wrap profile 
�� � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equ tion of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load all cation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative l ngth of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ 1,� �
20  (length to width ra ion); relative cur ature of r fi �� � 0 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic chara teristi s of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � �� �⁄ , �, ���. Here �
�� ��⁄ � ⁄ , �, ��, ��, , � � ��⁄ � � , ��, �⁄ . 
; relative grid density b/τ = 0.5÷ 1.5° ; stem 
angles gratings β = 10 ÷ 75°; angles of att ck i = 0 ÷ 20°.
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids for flat plates and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rotary equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor would ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by the formula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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where �� �
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����
 – the static pressure coefficient; � � ��� � ��� – the pressure generated by the SC-
pump; � � �� �� � 0,0�� � 0,100⁄  – reverse quality of the SC-profile and composition of the grid 
(first approximation); � � �����, ��, ��, �, � �   – amendment to the limited number of blades; 
�� � � �⁄  – relative radius of the blade; � , �  – the current and the outer radius of the blade 
respectively; ��  – the angle of entry of the relative speed with influence of the inductive speed 
(���� � � ��⁄  see Fig. 1); �� � ��� ���⁄   – the relative gap;����, ���  – square of the channel and SC-
impeller respectively; � � ����, ��, ��� – the Lagrangian coefficient obtained from the solution of 
variational problem, which computed by the formula: 
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where �� � �� ��⁄  – the relative pace at the pump’s inlet; ��, �� – the axial and circumferential speed 
of fluid relative to an element of the blade at the pump’s inlet; ���� , ����  – the axial and circumferential 
speed at the blades (см. рис. 1). By integrating these values �� ���⁄  along the radii of the blade, we 
find the coefficient of static pressure in the first approximation. 
The next step in calculation of the SC-pump is to define the spatial characteristics of the blade 
grid for the given radius, which would ensure maximum value of the quality � � �� ��⁄  for the load 
on the radius, obtained in first stage, and taking into account the conditions of strength. 
The study dealt with the SC-grid made of the following profiles: flat plate; low wrap profile 
�� � � � � 0,0�⁄ ; circle’s arch profile (�� � 0,0�); concave profile, described by an equation of 
second, third and fifth order (�� � 0,0�); profile with square load allocation (�� � 0,1). Ranges of 
parameters for calculation were chosen as follows: relative length of the cavity ��� � �� ��⁄ � 1,� �
20  (length to width ration); relative curvature of profiles �� � 0 � 0,1 ; relative grid density 
� � � 0,� � 1,�⁄ ; stem angles gratings � � 10 � ���; angles of attack � � 0 � 20�. 
In Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the hydrodynamic cha acteristics of SC-grids for flat pl tes and curved 
profiles with a rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord � � ��� �⁄ , ��, ���. Here � �
� ��⁄ � ��� �⁄ , ��, �, ��, ��, ��� � �� ��⁄ �� ��� �, ��, �⁄ �. 
. 
2. Load Distribution 
Calculation algorithm of SC-pumps is based on the solution of a supercavitating flow around a 
blade’s element or equivalent flat blades grid [3]. In the first stage of the design of a rot ry equipment, 
the best load allocation along the blade’s radii is calculated. This factor woul ensure the required net 
head with minimal energy losses. 
The best load allocation along the axis of a real SC-pump’s blade is found by th  f rmula 
obtained by the method of successive approximations: 
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where �� �
���
����
 – the static pressure coefficient; � � �� �  – the pressure generated by th  SC-
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Design calculation of SC-pumps is based on the “base line” vortex theory, the theory of SC-grids, 
as well as on the method of equivalent SC-grid. The calculation is carried out in two phases. First 
determine the optimum load distribution along the radius of the blade on the desired characteristics of 
SC-pump: static pressure of HS, the flow Q, the rotational speed n, or the diameter blade’s outer D (for 
a given D the unique value n can be evaluated among the several numbers n).
3. Profiling
Once the optimum distribution of circulation (load) is found, one proceed to the choice of 
structural elements of the blades suitable for this distribution, and profiling in accordance with the 
strength conditions and optimum for dynamic quality of profiles.
 
 
Fig. 1. Triangles of flow velocities, flowing on the blades of the SC-grid with an arbitrary gap 
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Fig. 2. Reverse quality factors � � ��� �⁄ � ��� ��� for SC-grids of flat plates with ��� � �, � � ����;  
where a - �� � ���; b -��� � ���; c - �� � ��� 
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Fig. 3. Reverse quality factor � � ��� �⁄ � ��� ��� for SC-grid made of curved profiles with the 
rectangular distribution of pressure along the chord for ��� � �, � � ����;  
where a - �� � ���; b -��� � ���; c - �� � ��� 
 
Design calculation of SC-pumps is based on the "base line" vortex theory, the theory of SC-
grids, as well as on the method of equivalent SC-grid. The calculation is carried out in two phases. 
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Design calculation of SC-pumps is based on the "base line" vortex theory, the theory of SC-
grids, as well as on the method of equivalent SC-grid. The calculation is carried out in two phases. 
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Design calculation f SC-pumps is based on the "b se line" vortex the ry, the theory of SC-
grids, as well as on the method of equivalent SC-grid. The calculation is carried out in two phases. 
where 
a – β0  = 15°; b – β0  = 30°; c – β0  = 60°
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Optimal load distribution along the blade’s radius is found by the formula (1). Expressing the 
profile drag by the multiplier (1 – εtgβi), limit of the number of blades by KZ, and calculating the 
Lagrangian L from equation (2) by the method of successive approximations, find the distribution of 
load factor along the blade’s radius of a real SC-pump (1).
On the basis of the calculations one can build diagrams to determine the inductive dynamics λi of 
optimal SC-pump with an arbitrary gap and the degree of cavitation development for the given finite 
number of blades for the stated values of CP, λ0 and strength (parameter t) [1].
In the second stage of calculation chose structural elements of blades that provide found circulation 
and distribution of the induced speeds. Using the theorem of Zhukovskiy for lifting force on element 
of the blade dy = pviГdr, and the following expression
First determine the optimum load distribution along the radius of the blade on the desired 
characteristics of SC-pump: static pressure of ��, the flow Q, the rotational speed n, or the diameter 
blade’s outer D (for a given D the unique value n can be evaluated among the several numbers n). 
3. Profiling 
Once the optimum distribution of circulation (load) is found, one proceed to the choice of 
structural elements of the blades suitable for this distribution, and profiling in accordance with the 
strength conditions and optimum for dynamic quality of profiles. 
Optimal load distribution along the blade’s radius is found by the formula (1). Expressing the 
profile drag by the multiplier �1 � ������, limit of the number of blades by ��, and calculating the  
Lagrangian L from equation (2) by the method of successive approximations, find the distribution of 
load factor along the blade’s radius of a real SC-pump (1). 
On the basis of the calculations one can build diagrams to determine the inductive dynamics �� 
of optimal SC-pump with an arbitrary gap and the degree of cavitation development for the given 
finite number of blades for the stated values of ��, �� and strength (parameter t) [1]. 
In the second stage of calculation chose structural elements of blades t at prov de found 
circulation and distribution of the induced spee s. Using the theorem of Zhukovskiy for lifting force 
on element of the blade �� � ������, and the following expression 
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then from (3) derive the formula to determine the hydro-mechanical parameter of SC-pump’s blade: 
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It should be noted that in the charts of hydrodynamic characteristics of SC-grids (see Fig. 2, 3), 
one can add the curves of equal values of the parameter �� � �⁄ . Thus, defining for each radius the 
value ��  and parameter �� � �⁄  for a set of SC-grids, one can choose the grid that has the lowest 
inverse quality ����. 
Then, using a method of the equivalent SC-grid [1], for known � �⁄ , ��, ��, find a factor which 
takes into account the influence of the “grid effect” without the skewed flow �� � ���� �⁄ � �� ���. 
Similar calculations for grids of curved profiles with arbitrary length of the cavern show that  �� is the 
factor influencing the “grid effect” (for grid density � �⁄ � ��� ). But the “grid effect 
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then from (3) derive the formula to determine the hydro-mechanical parameter of SC-pump’s blade:
First determine the optimum load distribution along the radius of the blade on the desired 
characteristics of SC-pump: static pressure of ��, the flow Q, the rotational speed n, or the diameter 
blade’s outer D (for a given D the unique value n can be evaluated among the several numbers n). 
3. Profiling 
Once the optimum distribution of circulation (load) is found, one proceed to the choice of 
structural elements of the blades suitable for this distribution, and profiling in accordance with the 
strength conditions and optimum for dynamic quality of profiles. 
Optimal load distribution along the blade’s radius is found by the formula (1). Expressing the 
profile drag by the multiplier �1 � ������, limit of the number of blades by ��, and calculating the  
Lagrangian L from equation (2) by the method of successive approximations, find the distribution of 
load factor along the blade’s radius of a real SC-pump (1). 
On the basis of the calculations one can build diagrams to determine the inductive dynamics �� 
of optimal SC-pump with an arbitrary gap and the degree of cavitation development for the given 
finite number of blades for the stated values of ��, �� and strength (parameter t) [1]. 
In the second stage of calculation chose structural elements of blades that provide found 
circulation and distribution of the induced speeds. Using the theorem of Zhukovskiy for lifting force 
on element of the blade �� � ������, and the following expression 
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 determine the setup angle of the blade on each radius φ:
 practically does not depends on the curvature f, profile’s form and the cavern length ��. The vortex 
base line theory can be used to find the stream skew ��� � ��� near the impeller. 
By ��  and �� determine the setup angle of the blade on each radius φ: 
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where the designation “imp” – impeller; “sap” – stand-alone profile. Writing �� � � � �� gives 
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Therefore � �⁄ � ��� ��. For convenience, the calculations of design write down in a table 
form. Based on the described methods, calculation of the generic diagrams of hydrodynamic 
characteristics of SC-impellers can be done.  
 
 
Fig. 4 Universal chart of hydrodynamic characteristics for SC-pumps working under developed 
cavitation with ��� � ����, ��� �
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The Fig. 4 illustrates one such diagram of supercavitating regimes for SC-pump’s impellers 
(� �⁄ � �; � � ����; �� � ����; profile is a wedge-shaped flat plate) that are used for simultaneous 
pumping and processing of the working fluids [1]. 
4. Conclusion 
In its current state, this method allows design of rotary equipment, which simultaneously 
pumps the medium, and uses effects of cavitation on the pumped medium (SC-pump). The highly 
turbulent cavitation bubbles collapse, observed under the developed cavitation condition, have 
numerous applications [1, 4]. For the given conditions and working fluids, designer should be aware 
of the negative and the positive consequences of cavitation effects, especially for the extremal case – 
supercavitation. 
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4. Conclusion
In its current state, this method allows design of rotary equipment, which simultaneously 
pumps the medium, and uses effects of cavitation on the pumped medium (SC-pump). The highly 
turbulent cavitation bubbles collapse, observed under the developed cavitation condition, have 
numerous applications [1, 4]. For the given conditions and working fluids, designer should be aware 
of the negative and the positive consequences of cavitation effects, especially for the extremal case 
– supercavitation.
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